
An Immersive Holiday in Nepal's Tea Mountains 

This unparalleled opportunity invites tea enthusiasts and industry professionals 

to embark on a transformative journey, venturing into the heart of Nepal's lush 

tea landscapes. Our meticulously designed 7-Days Professional Tea Development 

Course led by Chris Macnitt (Former Tea Development Lead at Startbucks) 

transcends the conventional, offering an immersive and hands-on experience 

that goes beyond the surface of tea appreciation. 

 

Crafted with precision, this course serves as a gateway to a profound 

understanding of Nepal's tea heritage, delving into the intricate art of tea 

production. Participants will find themselves amidst the vibrant tapestry of 

Nepal's tea culture, where every sip holds a story, and every plantation unfolds a 

chapter of tradition and innovation. 

 

As participants traverse through the meticulously curated itinerary, they will not 

merely witness the tea-making process; they will actively engage in every step. 

From the bustling streets of Kathmandu, where the journey begins with an 

exploration of Nepal's tea history and professional tea tasting, to the serene 

homestays in Illam and Phidim, where specialty orthodox tea production 

techniques come to life, each day promises a new layer of expertise. 

 

Throughout the course, participants will partake in professional tea tasting 

classes and technical sessions, led by industry expert Chris Macnitt. These 

sessions aim to broaden tea knowledge and expertise, providing a unique 

opportunity to refine sensory skills and gain a deeper understanding of the 

technical aspects of tea production. Beyond the technicalities, our course 

embraces the essence of tea as a cultural cornerstone. Participants will interact 

with local communities, share moments of conviviality, and gain insights into the 

socio-cultural fabric woven around tea in Nepal. This unique blend of theoretical 



knowledge and hands-on experience creates an enriching environment for 

personal and professional growth. 

 

Moreover, the course unfolds against the backdrop of Nepal's breathtaking 

landscapes, providing a sensory journey where the aroma of tea blends 

seamlessly with the sights and sounds of the Himalayan region. From the mist-

covered tea gardens to the glass domes in KTE Tea Garden, participants will find 

themselves in an environment conducive to learning and inspiration. 

 

In summary, our 7-Days Professional Tea Development Course is more than an 

educational excursion; it is a celebration of tea in its entirety. It invites 

participants to not just observe but to immerse themselves in the captivating 

world of Nepalese tea, where tradition meets innovation, and every leaf tells a 

tale. Join us on this extraordinary expedition, where passion meets expertise, and 

the essence of Nepal's tea culture is unveiled in all its richness. 

 

 

 


